
Continuity:
/iti/ →[iqi] ⇔ /ata/ →[aqa]
Lenition not sensitive to V height

Effort:
/iti/ → [iqi] ⇒ /ata/ → [aqa]
Leniting less effortful gesture (between hi Vs) 
entails leniting more effortful gesture

• What is lenition? Umbrella term for “weakening” phenomena [1]
• What drives synchronic intervocalic lenition? 

1. Perception-based (“Continuity” [2],[3]):
Ø Prosodic constituents should be low intensity at edges and 

high intensity internally
Ø Initial fortition [4] and lenition are two sides of same coin

§ One constraint governs both [3]
2. Production-based (“Effort” [5]):
Ø Lenition = reduction of articulatory effort
Ø More effortful gestures (i.e. moving further/faster) 
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I. Background II. Method

III. Results

• Artificial grammar learning production study [8] teaching 
intervocalic spirantization in Poverty of Stimulus framework

• Two conditions: Train on [i] and generalize to [a], and vice versa

Procedure:
1. Training/Verification:
Ø Participant sees animal picture, hears item, repeats item aloud
Ø After completing list (8x2 items, 7x2 fillers), verify learning:

§ Experimenter says singular, participant says affixed form 
§ If incorrect, participant hears correct form, repeats item
§ Repeat until participant gets >80% accuracy on entire list

Ø Repeat verification on new list (novel, conforming items)
2. Generalization:
Ø Same procedure as verification, no corrections or repeats
Ø 24x3 items (8 conforming stems, 8 non-conforming stems, 8 

fillers)
• Participants: UCLA undergrads (n = 40 native English speakers)

IV. Discussion V. Conclusion
• Participants successfully applied pattern to conforming items
• Results unexpected under both initial hypotheses:
Ø Continuity: Same generalization rate in both conditions
Ø Effort: Possible asymmetry between two conditions, but in 

opposite direction
• Perceptual Salience: Speakers are sensitive to the perceptual 

salience of potential sound changes
Ø Increased salience corresponds to increased resistance to 

alternation
Ø Model salience sensitivity with *MAP constraints [9], the 

grammatical manifestation of the P-map [10]
§ More salient change learned by participants in [a] condition, 

so they are more willing to generalize to less salient 
environment

§ In the [i] condition, participants learn pattern in less salient 
environment and are less willing to generalize to more salient 
environment

• Assumption: /ata/ à [aqa] more salient than /iti/ à [iqi] 
Ø Physiology of vocal tract: tongue forms narrow channel 

producing hi Vs, leading to noisier stop release burst
Ø Conducting AX discrimination task comparing VCV sequences 

to investigate effect of surrounding V height on C perception
Ø Preliminary results are inconclusive, still running subjects

• Perception- and production- based theories of lenition make 
different predictions about how V height affects lenition

• Conducted Poverty of Stimulus artificial grammar learning 
experiment training intervocalic spirantization between [i] or [a]

• Results unexpected under both initial hypotheses, instead match a 
Perceptual Salience account
Ø Suggests learners generalize patterns in accordance with 

pressures to maintain perceptual similarity as described by 
universal P-map

Ø A MaxEnt model with biased *MAP constraint weights fits these
results well, details available upon request
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• Neither hypothesis accounts for results. Alternative explanation:
3. Perceptual Salience ([6],[7]): Speakers generalize patterns 

from more salient environments to less salient, not vice versa

Item type singular plural /-al/ diminutive /-in/ gloss
[i] stem ¢to.nit to.¢ni.qal to.¢ni.qin horse
[a] stem larad laraðal laraðin fox

filler minil minilal minilin alpaca

Hypothesis predictions:
Continuity:
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• Data analyzed using Generalized Linear Mixed Effects Regression 
model in R

• Participants in Trained on [i] condition less likely to spirantize 
overall

• Focusing on the symmetric frames (solid bars 1 and 4), participants in 
[a] condition generalized the lenition pattern to the fully non-
conforming frame ([iti]) more readily than those in the [i] condition

Effort:


